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bean roaster and producer of specialty
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within the Administration. The disagreements
are about spending. The disagreements are

about programs that fund projects and
operations. The disagreements are about how
to create that budget. The budget creates the

spending plan. So, the Budget is one of the
biggest Presidential priorities, and for the

most part, it is written before the President
and the White House take office. The

President can submit a budget, or he can be
compelled by a Congress to submit a budget.

The President’s budget is a proposal, not a
plan. A plan is to be voted on by Congress,
and it is what the elected representatives

spend the allotted money on. With an
appropriation of over a trillion dollars for this

spending plan, there have been
disagreements about how to spend the

money. In between the big disagreements
about how to spend the money, there were
smaller disagreements over programs that

should be funded. The President claims to be a
fiscal conservative, so it should come as no
surprise that the biggest disagreement was

over spending for Congress members.
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President Obama and the Democrats wanted
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remove a list from a list without changing the
reference? I want to clear an object from itself.

I am using a
document.getElementsByClassName("class")
as a list to search for items in this list. When I
remove() the element that I need to clear, it is
removed from the collection, but the collection
itself is not updated. So when I iterate over it, I
still get the old elements. I need to be able to
delete the element and update the collection,

removing the element from the collection
without removing it from the DOM. Can I

achieve this with something like
Array.prototype.filter() and delete it from the

DOM? A: I'd probably do: var elements =
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document.getElementsByClassName('class');
for (var i=0, n=elements.length; iPARIS

(Reuters) - After a short-lived spell in political
exile, French President Emmanuel Macron
plans to make a triumphant return to the

Elysee next month in a May 14 rally billed as a
“mission accomplished” moment for his

centrist presidency. French President
Emmanuel Macron attends a cultural
exchange meeting with his Egyptian

counterpart Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, in Paris,
France, January 20, 2019. REUTERS/Yves

Herman With 60 percent of the vote counted
across France on Sunday, Macron was

comfortably set to score a stunning victory
over his conservative opponents, who for

several months have led opinion polls. Macron
is set to announce his next move on Monday
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